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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Accurate flu prediction can help effectively the disease prevention and intervention. 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is the place that releases weekly report about 
the flu level within the U.S. This weekly report has been a great and most valuable resources 
to flu prediction. However, it is not perfectly updated; from a patient being diagnostic as 
having influenza-like disease to it becoming a data point in the weekly CDC report usually 
takes one week. All flu prediction researches have to overcome this one-week lag in some way. 
The most recent study that is on this subject demonstrated significant improvement by 
discriminating tweets that expressing concerned awareness of flue and report infection1.  

Although a lot of researchers have been working on it and making a lot of progresses, 
more effort is still need to improve the current practice as analytics getting more and more 
sophisticated. This paper focuses on three things that previous studies never worked on. First, 
we used various data sources: CDC, Twitter, Google Trend, and Weather. Second, we worked 
on two models: LASSO and Random Forest. Third, for each model, we ran a regular forecast 
and a rolling forecast.  

Our results are very promising. Comparing the results of LASSO and Random Forest(RF), 
the latter did a much better forecast than the former (the best RF model achieving a MAPE of 
0.22 and RMSE of 11.25). The top 4 models obtained via RF have RMSE that are on average 
30.1 % higher than the ones obtained using LASSO. In addition, for both LASSO and RF, the 
addition of either Google Trends, Twitter or/and Weather on average sharpen historical CDC 
model by 10.8%. Furthermore, our RF result is unsurprisingly better than previous studies. 
Measured by the correlation between predicted and actual flu level, it was reported that Olson 
et al. could achieve 0.722 in 2013 and Google Trend could achieve 0.863 during 2012-2013, 
while all of our RF top models can achieve 0.95.   

 
  

                                                      
1 Alex Lamb, Michael Paul, Mark Dredze, 2013, “Seperating Fact from Fear: Tracking Flu Infections on 
Twitter. “   
2 Donald R. Olson , Kevin J. Konty, Marc Paladini, Cecile Viboud, Lone Simonsen, 2013, “Reassessing 
Google Flu Trends Data for Detection of Seasonal and Pandemic Influenza: A Comparative 
Epidemiological Study at Three Geographic Scales.”  
3 Herman Anthony Carneiro,  Eleftherios Mylonakis, 2009, “Google Trends: A Web-Based Tool for 
Real-Time Surveillance of Disease Outbreaks” 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 

Seasonal flu also referenced as seasonal influenza occurs essentially during our winter 
season. This wintry viral infection that affects the respiratory system mainly causes mild-to-
severe illness but can also lead to death - the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
estimated that throughout the 1976-1977 flu season to the 2006-2007 flu season, flu-associated 
deaths ranged from a low of about 3,000 to a high of about 49,000 people in the United States4. 

This is where flu forecasting could help effective interventions tremendously. Indeed, 
being able to predict in real time flu outbreaks helps prepare key tasks such as5: 

x Deployment of medical countermeasures (e.g. antiviral drugs or vaccines) 
x Higher public health surveillance 
x Anticipation of surge demands 
x Optimizing the timing of flu vaccination clinics 
x Hospital Resource Management (e.g. beds and staff) 

Few models already exist to help America prepare for the flu season each year, but are 
yet to be sharpened in order to have a better forecasting of flu levels. Two main models are 
known to the public: The model using historical flu data levels and Google Flu Trends. 

After the epic failure of Google Flu Trends, and the lack of precision of the use of only 
historical flu data, our report depicts a new way to apprehend flu outbreaks using social data 
(Google Trends and Twitter). 

While many social media users think of services like Twitter as places to interact with 
friends or follow celebrities, the information they share is a gold mine for data analysts. 
Indeed, our researches lead us to discover that there was a positive correlation between tweets 
related to the topic “flu” and flu trends in the United States. 

In this paper, we first briefly review the existing literature of flu forecasting. Then, we 
depict various datasets we used to create our final data frame.  After introducing the two 
models LASSO and Random Forest we ran, we will identify which model is the better one and 
compare it to the result we obtained from literature. Lastly, we will list limitations of our 
paper, some general suggestions for future studies, and conclude the paper. 

 

 

  

                                                      
4 Jiaquan Xu, 2013, Volume 64, Number 2, National Vital Statistics Reports.  
5 Chretien JP, George D, Shaman J, Chitale RA, McKenzie FE, PLoS One. 2014;9(4):e94130. PubMed 
PMID:24714027, “Influenza forecasting in human populations: a scoping review.“ 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

As aforementioned, there is a one-week lag between the CDC weekly report and the 
real-time number of patient. Previous studies have been shown that with the CDC weekly 
report, just using a lagged time series would give us a fairly good result. As more and more 
people have web access, web search queries became a perfect complementary tool to the CDC 
lags for the flu prediction community. In 2009, Google released its web based tool for the real-
time surveillance of the disease outbreaks6. It was identified that there was a very similar 
pattern between the frequency of flu-related topics and the CDC weekly report. The google 
search frequency perfectly filled up the information gap of the previous week which CDC 
weekly report could not have any information of.  

However, in 2013, Gary King et al. first questioned the accuracy of the Google Flu 
Trends (GFT) as its prediction was more than two times than the CDC actual data7. He 
summarized two reasons for Google’s failure: “big data hubris and algorithm dynamics.” In 
other words, big data can never replace traditional data collection but only substitute, which 
was ignored by Google. In addition, GFT’s dynamic algorithm was also criticized because 
engineers only wanted to improve its commercial service. Another vital point that has been 
discussed by Lowen in his paper: temperature and humidity are two most important factors 
that influence the spread of flu8. Almost the same time, Carlos et al. used Twitter and web 
queries in Portugal and found that by adding twitter data, the prediction was improved 
compared with model using only the CDC dataset 9 . The predicted value had a Pearson 
Correlation of 0.89 with the actual observed values. 

Standing on the shoulder of the giants, our paper focus on not only the CDC weekly 
report itself, but also taking into account of big data such as social media (Twitter), Google 
Trend, historical weather data. Furthermore, we used a rolling-forecasting methodology 
instead of the conventional forecast. By using different combinations of variables, we are 
trying to identify the best methodology to forecast the flu trend. 

  

                                                      
6 Herman Anthony Carneiro,  Eleftherios Mylonakis, 2009, “Google Trends: A Web-Based Tool for 
Real-Time Surveillance of Disease Outbreaks” 
7 Gary King, David Lazer, Ryan Kennedy, Alessandro Vespignani, 2014, “The Parable of Google Flu: 
Traps in Big Data Analysis.” 
8 Anice Lowen, John Steel, 2014, “Roles of Humidity and Temperature in Shaping Influenza 
Seasonality.” 
9 José Carlos Santos, Sérgio Matos, 2013, “Analysing Twitter and web queries for flu trend prediction.” 
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4. DATA 
4.1.  CDC 

4.1.1. DATA SOURCE 
 

Raw data of total number of Influenza-like Illness patients is retrieved from the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention at http://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/.  

 

4.1.2. DATA DESCRIPTION 
 

It is aggregated weekly based on Health and Human Services (HHS) Regions. Each 
week starts on a Sunday and ends on a Saturday. As Figure 1 shows, there are 10 regions in 
total; each region includes 4-6 states. (Please see Appendix 1 for detailed states names in each 
region.)  

 
FIGURE 1: REGIONS OF THE CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION 

 

4.1.3. DATA MANIPULATION 
 

The data given by the CDC - raw total number of patients (ILITOTAL) could be 
misleading as some of the regions have a bigger population size comparing with others (see 
Figure 2). In reality it could only be a small portion of the population in a region, but in 
absolute term, it could appear to be severe as it a larger number than the rest. Our solution is 
to weight by population in millions. Thus, our CDC variable is measured in patients per 
million people. The last step is to generate the lag variable for CDC. As a new flu patient will 
only become a data point in the weekly report one week later, we generated the second lag 
and third lag as two of our independent variables in our models, omitting the first lag. 

http://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/
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FIGURE 2: SNIPPET OF CDC DATA 

 

4.1.4. DATA EXPLORING 
 

Figure 3 below depicts perfectly the general tendency of flu - this is why flu is a 
sickness that can be perfectly forecasted because year over year the total number of patients 
is very similar.  

 
FIGURE 3:DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS WITH FLU FROM 2011 UNTIL 2015 IN REGION 1 
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4.2.  WEATHER 
 

4.2.1. DATA SOURCE 
 

The weather variables include mean temperature (°F) and mean humidity in our 
analysis. The original was weather data was obtained from Weather Wunderground at 
https://www.wunderground.com/history.  

Unfortunately, for this website, we can only download one year one county at a time. 
Thus, we chose the biggest county based on population size as the representative for each 
state. For each county, we manually collected a four letter code, then we asked help from a 
computer science student in order to scrape all the data for us.  

 

4.2.2. DATASET DESCRIPTION 
 

As Figure 4 shows, the dataset included many historically daily important weather 
indicators such as temperature, humidity, wind speed, etc., from 2009 to 2016. 

 
FIGURE 4: SNIPPET OF RAW WEATHER DATA 

 

4.2.3. DATA MANIPULATION 
 

Once downloaded, 540 CSV files were merged into one complete CSV file. Then it was 
merged with the represented region number. “Year” and “Week” were extracted from the 
original date variable. Variables “mean temperature” and “mean humidity” are collapsed at 
the region and week level. Same as the CDC data, week starts on Sunday and ends on 
Saturday. Lastly, we generate the first three lags of these two variable. 

 

 

 

https://www.wunderground.com/history
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4.2.4. DATA EXPLORING 
 

After plotting the weather data across regions and years, we started to doubt our 
“theory” that temperature and humidity can both influence flu level. As we can see in Figure 
5, the temperature does have an opposite movement pattern to flu trend, but humidity does 
not seem to have any similar pattern to it. 

 

 

  

FIGURE 5: WEATHER DATA ACROSS REGIONS AND YEARS 
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4.3.  TWITTER – CRIMSON HEXAGON  
4.3.1. DATA SOURCE 

 

All the twitter data that was used in this paper was obtained from Crimson Hexagon 
at http://www.crimsonhexagon.com/, which is a social media analytics company that gather 
over 500 billion posts from various social networks such as Twitter and Facebooks. Crimson 
Hexagon permits individuals to retrieve information from a certain period of time regarding 
a specific subject.  

 We used tweets that were published between 2009 and 2016 related to flu using only 
English language in United States of America, Puerto Rico, United States Virgin Islands. To do 
so, we created a query (called monitor in Crimson Hexagon) in order to extract the tweets we 
wanted to include in our model. The final keywords we included are: flu, Tamiflu, pneumonia, 
sickday, influenza, swineflu, runnynose, muscleache, sorethroat, flushot, bodyache. To choose 
these final keywords, we did some research on Google Trend and some previous studies to 
see what words are the best associated with flu. Once we went through this step, we also 
looked through a sample of the tweets obtained and deleted some of our initial keys words. 
For example, we realized that we could not include “ill” because of the contraction of I will. 
“Sick” was deleted because not only does it refer to the state of being ill but it also means 
“crazy”, “cool” or “insane” in slang (we did the same with chills). 

There are also words we intentionally excluded: "bieber" "RT" "game" "jobs" "job" 
"jordan." First of all, we wanted to exclude all the re-tweets so that each original tweet count 
as one. We realized that when a tweet was re-tweeted, the string “RT” was included in the 
posts. Thus, by forbidding this string to appear in the result we were able to exclude all the re-
tweets. Then, we selected the words “jobs” and “job”, in order to exclude all the tweets. We 
also found out which words should be prohibited by using the Word Cloud or Cluster. For 
example, by using fever in our key words we got more than 600,00 tweets referencing to 
Bieber fever. 

 

4.3.2. DATA DESCRIPTION 
 

Once the monitor was created we obtained the following results - Figure 6 represent 
the volume of tweets that have one of the keywords we selected. Figure 7 has the summary 
of the result. Figure 8 is an example of a tweet with the keyword "pneumonia." 
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FIGURE 6: DISTRIBUTION OF THE VOLUME OF TWEETS RELATED TO FLU PER WEEK 

 

 

 
FIGURE 8: EXAMPLE OF A TWEET WITH THE KEYWORD "PNEUMONIA" 

FIGURE 7: SCREENSHOT OF THE SUMMARY OF OUR RESULTS 
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4.3.3. DATA MANIPULATION 
 

We can see in the results that Crimson Hexagon was not able to retrieve all the data 
prior to the end of 2009; it only successfully obtained data from week 19 of 2009 until week 15 
2016. As explained before, our target data is given by CDC per week per region. There is a 
function called “sub-filter” in Crimson Hexagon, using which we can get the aggregated 
keywords frequency per week and per region. Thus, we decided to create 110 sub-filters (11 
keywords * 10 regions = 110 sub-filters). 

We selected an author influence between 0 and 50, in order to only retrieve tweets from 
ordinary people and not TV channels or newspapers. Figure 9 describes the detailed 
information when creating one sub-filter. Once the sub-filters created, we were able to obtain 
the volume of each keywords per region and per week.  

Once downloaded, there were 110 separated csv files and we managed to merge all 
them together. Lastly, we generated the first three lags for each of the keywords frequency. 
For example, tFlulag1 meant the first lag of the keyword “Flu” frequency in Twitter. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 9: SCREENSHOT OF A SUBFLITER 
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4.3.4. DATA EXPLORING 
 

The figure 10 below, depicts the distribution of “flu”-tweets (tweets with the keywords “flu”) across years in Region 4.  

FIGURE 10: DISTRIBUTION OF FLU-TWEETS IN REGION 4 ACROSS YEARS 
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4.4.  GOOGLE TRENDS 
 

4.4.1. DATA SOURCE 
 

Keywords search frequency was retrieved from Google Trend at 
www.google.com/trends/. Same logic as the twitter keywords, we included similar keyword 
in the google trend search (Google Trends results are aggregating Google search queries). We 
used in total 8 keywords: flu, influenza, Pneumonia, runny nose, sore throat, Tamiflu, vaccine, 
flu symptom. The challenge we have is that google trend only provides a search frequency of 
the one state relative to the rest of state when downloading, while there is a limitation of 
maximum downloading states which is 5. To reduce the overhead, we decide to only take the 
biggest states based on population within each region to be representative. Also, we used a 
base state Massachusetts as the base state, so that data downloaded at different time can be 
comparable. 

 

4.4.2. DATASET DESCRIPTION 
 

As Figure 11 shows, the raw data only includes the weekly relative keyword search 
frequency of each words within each state. 

 

 
FIGURE 11: SNIPPET OF RAW GOOGLE TRENDS DATA 
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4.4.3. DATA MANIPULATION 
 

For each keyword each download, we take the ratio of frequency for each state to the 
base state Massachusetts. First, we used R to extract year and week number from the week 
variable. Then, we reshaped the data from wide to long and merged all the google trend data 
together. Lastly, generate the first three lags for each keyword. For example, variable 
“gflulag1” would mean that the first lag of keyword ratio of frequency for each state each week 
to Massachusetts.  
 

4.4.4. DATA EXPLORING 
 

The figures (Figure 11 and 12) below depict the distribution of flu queries made in 
Google. Search.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 12: DISTRIBUTION OF GOOGLE TRENDS- FLU IN REGION 4 ACROSS YEARS 

FIGURE 13: DISTRIBUTION OF GOOGLE TRENDS- FLU INTEREST IN REGION 
4 IN 2013 
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4.5.  FINAL DATASET 
 

We merged all aforementioned four types of data source to construct the final dataset. 
In all our models, dependent variable is CDC, which is the total number of patients per 1 
million people per region and year week. Independent variable includes different combination 
of second and third lags of CDC, three lags of all google trend variables, three lags of all twitter 
variables, and three lags of weather variables. Please see Appendix 1 for data dictionary. 
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5. MODEL 
 

5.1.  LASSO – REGULAT FORECASTING 
 

The LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) is a regression analysis 
method used for variable selection in order to enhance the precision of the statistical model it 
produces. 
We decided the use a fitting method different that the least square method in order to 
overcome two main dilemmas10: 

x Prediction accuracy  
x Model Interpretability  

5.1.1. MODEL 
 

In this section we are going to use the LASSO model to predict the variable CDC (=total 
patients / population (in million) per region) in the year 2015. 
To do so, we are going to use the years 2009 until 2014 as our training dataset. The year 2015 
will be our testing dataset. We do not need to use a validation dataset because we are going 
to use cross validation (= creating subset of our training data to sharpen our model). 

As Figure 13 illustrates, each colored line represents the value taken by a different 
coefficient in our model. Lambda is the weight given to the regularization term (L1 Norm), so 
as lambda approaches zero, the loss function of your model approaches the OLS loss function. 
Also, we can see from the coefficient plot that depending on the choice of parameter, some of 
the coefficients will be exactly equal to zero. 

 
FIGURE 14: COEFFICIENT PLOT – LASSO 

                                                      
10 Gareth James, Daniela Witten,1st ed, 2013,“An introduction to Statistical Learning with Applications 
in R.” 
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The LASSO method with normal forecasting has dropped 6 variables. Variables such 
as gInfluenzalag1, gInfluenzalag2, gInfluenzalag3 have really low beta, as if they had a very low 
weight in the regression but still were not dropped by the penalty function. Since there is no 
data of year 2015 and 2016 in the training dataset, it is to our expectation that the betas of the 
variables year2015 and year2016 were dropped. (Please see the detailed LASSO result in 
Appendix 3.) 
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As shown in Figure 14 below, that depicts the prediction of the variable CDC (=total of patients/ population (in million)) per region for 
the year 2015. As we can see, the model obtained seems reasonably good.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 15: DISTRIBUTION OF THE CDC VARIABLE ( PREDICTED AND ACTUAL ) IN 2015 PER REGION 
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5.1.2. VALIDATION 
 

We used cross-validation to ameliorate our model. Figure 15 depicts the relation 
between the value of lambda and the mean-squared error of our model (MSE). We can see this 
function has a minimum, meaning that the model associated with the lambda is the best. Once 
this lambdaMIN is identified, we can now predict the values of the year 2015 using our model 
created with the data from 2009,2010,2011,2012,2013 and 2014. By doing this, we can achieve a 
RMSE of 15.35. 

 
FIGURE 16: DISTRIBUTION OF THE MSE WITH DIFFERENT LOG(LAMBDA) 
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Figure 16 below depicts the relation between the CDC variable predicted and the actual values. The closer the points are from the black 
line (y=x) the better the prediction is. As explained above, we obtained reasonable results. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 17: OBSERVED VS PREDICTED - NORMAL FORECAST 
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Finally, we decided to compare the LASSO model, with a different set of variables. 
For each line, we used a LASSO model that used all the data from 2008 until 2014 to predict 
2015. 

 

RANK Variables used RMSE MAPE PEARSON 
CORR 

1 Weather + CDC lag 2 and 3 14.94 0.40 0.91 
2 Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 

+Weather 14.95 0.41 0.91 

3 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 + 
Weather 15.29 0.44 0.91 

4 ALL: Google Trend + CDC lag 2 
and 3 + Twitter + Weather 15.35 0.45 0.91 

5 Only CDC data lag 2 and 3 15.91 - - 
6 

Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 15.99 - - 

7 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 16.30 - - 
8 Twitter + Weather 18.85 - - 
9 Google Trend + Weather 20.60 - - 

10 Only Weather 21.03 - - 
11 Only Twitter 23.46 - - 
12 Twitter + Google Trend 23.55 - - 
13 Only Google Trend 26.28 - - 

FIGURE 18: MSE AND RMSE OF DIFFERENT LASSO MODELS 

The results are as expected. Indeed, when we include all the variables, we obtained a 
MSE that is better than the one with only historical CDC data. We used the same seed (for 
cross- validation) for all of those variables: as we can see the results are really close, and a 
change of seed changes the order of the first 4 models.  

We can conclude that either adding weather, twitter and google trend to our model 
permits us to sharpen our forecast of flu trends. 
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5.2. LASSO – ROLLING FORECAST  
5.2.1. MODEL 

 

For this section, we decided to work with rolling forecast. Our goal is the same – predict 
our CDC variable for the year 2015 and 2016, the training dataset is different. 
We created a procedure that for each week i (i>2) use the following training and testing 
datasets:  

If we are trying to predict week I of 2015 

Training dataset = Data (from 2009 until 2014) + Data (from 2015, week 1 until week i-1)  
Testing Data = Data (from 2015, week i) 
With this procedure, we are able to predict our CDC variable, week per week of 2015 and 
2016. 

 

5.2.2. VALIDATION 
 

As is 5.1., we used cross validation with our training dataset to sharpen our model for each 
week predicted. (See Figure 18 Observed vs Predicted below). Here we can achieve a RMSE 
of 15.40. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 19: PREDICTED VS OBSERVED - ROLLING FORECAST 
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The MSE and RMSE are not as expected. Indeed, our first guess was that rolling forecast 
will help us get a better RMSE. Indeed, we obtained RMSE that are higher in with the rolling 
forecast than the ones obtained with conventional forecast – yet the results stay similar. 

By using rolling forecast, we add 10 observations at each iteration of our procedure, 
but the new observations that were added, do not have a specific weight that forces the model 
to take into more consideration than the others. In this case, we have little to no change in the 
model between LASSO with conventional forecast and LASSO with rolling forecast. 

 

RANK Variables used MSE RMSE 
1 Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 

+Weather 226.2119 15.04034 

2 Weather + CDC lag 2 and lag 3 226.8274 15.06079 
3 ALL 237.2358 15.40246 
4 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 + Weather 238.0064 15.42746 
5 Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 245.7184 15.67541 
6 Only CDC data lag 2 and 3 248.1719 15.75347 
7 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 260.7999 16.1493 
8 Twitter + Google Trend+ CDC lag 2 

and 3 262.062 16.18833 

9 Twitter + Weather 350.3631 18.71799 
10 Google Trend + Weather 445.2635 21.10127 
11 Only Weather 466.6887 21.60298 
12 Only Twitter 526.4908 22.94539 
13 Twitter + Google Trend 536.3832 23.15995 
14 Only Google Trend 725.1843 26.92925 

FIGURE 19: RESULTS OF MODELS USING DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 
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5.3. RANDOM FOREST (RF) – REGULAR FORECASTING 
 

Random Forest is a more sophisticated methodology than decision tree. Instead of rely 
on a single tree, we build hundreds of trees and each time choose a random sample of a subset 
of all independent variables as predictors. When predicting, RF uses a majority rule across all 
the hundreds trees to make the final decision11. 

In this section, we used RF model to predict our target variable CDC for the year 2015. 
Same as in LASSO, we took data from 2009 to 2014 as our training dataset, and year 2015 as 
our testing dataset.  

In order to make sure we have the best model, we first used the number of predictors 
suggested by James: square root of the total number of independent variables which is 8 to run 
the model with all data source included. Figure 20 identifies that beginning 200 trees, we can 
obtain a steady low error rate. To be more conservative, we decided to use total number of 300 
trees. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 The next step is to identify the best number of predictors. We first used rolling forecast 
model of random forest predicting only the first 10 weeks of 2015. Figure 21 shows the Mean 
Squared Error and the square root of the squared error for each model with different number 
of predictors. As number of predictors goes from 6 to 8, the MSE kept decreasing and then 
started to increase and stabilize from 9 to 18. Trying different random seed, we found out 
different lowest MSE but all around 6 to 8 number of predictors. We decided to use 8 predictors 
to run the final model. 

 

 

 

Using rolling forecast random forest of 300 trees and 8 predictors, we predicted the 
whole year of 2015 week by week. Figure 22 shows model MSE and RMSE results of different 
combinations of data source. The best model is with data source of weather and CDC, which 
                                                      
11 Gareth James, Daniela Witten,1st ed, 2013, p320, “An introduction to Statistical Learning with 
Applications in R.” 

# predictors 6 7 8 9 10 12 18 

RMSE 27.88 24.41 23.06 26.75 26.85 26.29 26.62 

FIGURE 21: MEAN SQUARED ERROR OF DIFFERENT NUMBER OF PREDICTORS 

FIGURE 20: ERROR RATE OF DIFFERENT NUMBER OF TREES 
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gives us MSE of 127 and RMSE of 11. The top four models give very similar RMSE while the 
model that only include CDC data takes only the 6th place. Worth mentioning is that it when 
changing random seed number, these result do fluctuate, but they are steadily dominating the 
top four places. This means that adding social data into the model do make the prediction 
better than the conventional pure time series of CDC data. 

 

RANK Variables used RMSE MAPE Correlation 

1 Weather + CDC lag 2 and 3 11.25 0.22 0.95 

2 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 11.56 0.40 0.95 

3 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 + Weather 11.58 0.38 0.95 

4 Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 11.89 0.31 0.94 

5 Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 +Weather 11.85 - - 

6 ALL: Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 + Twitter 
+ Weather 12.80 - - 

7 Only CDC data lag 2 and 3 13.17 - - 

8 Twitter + Weather 15.47 - - 

9 Only Twitter 15.85 - - 

10 Google Trend + Weather 17.62 - - 

11 Only Google Trend 17.78 - - 

12 Only Weather 17.96 - - 

13 Twitter + Google Trend 19.57 - - 

FIGURE 22: RESULTS OF MODELS USING DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES 

5.4 RANDOM FOREST – ROLLING FORECASTING 
 

Same logic as in the rolling forecast of LASSO, we tried to predicted the 2015 flu level week by 
week by keep adding one more week data into the training dataset. The results (RMSE = 18.56) 
however is not as promising as the regular forecast. When thinking through the rolling forecast 
procedure, we realized that by only adding one more recent week into the training dataset did 
not effectively help improve the regular forecast, as the training dataset was consisting of 
hundreds of week data point. 
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5.5 MODEL COMPARISON 
 

5.5.1 LASSO VS RANDOM FOREST (RF) 
 

We have two important findings when comparing LASSO with RF. First, as Figure 23 
below shows, Random Forest gives us a more accurate forecast of flu trends according to 
MAPE, RMSE and Pearson Correlation. Indeed, the top 4 models obtained via RF have RMSE 
that are on average 30.1 % higher than the ones obtained using LASSO. Second, in both 
models, the addition of either Google Trends, Twitter or/and Weather on average sharpen 
historical CDC model of 10.8%.  

How can we explain that Random Forest is better than LASSO? Random Forest will pick up 
the interactions between variable whereas LASSO cannot if the interactive terms are not 
counted as variable. 

 

RANDOM FOREST 

RANK Variables used RMSE MAPE Correlation 

1 Weather + CDC lag 2 and 3 11.25 0.22 0.95 

2 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 11.56 0.40 0.95 

3 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 + Weather 11.58 0.38 0.95 

4 Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 11.89 0.31 0.94 

7 Only CDC Data Lag 2 and lag 3 12.82 0.52 0.94 

LASSO – CONVENTIONAL FORECASTING 

1 Weather + CDC lag 2 and 3 14.94 0.40 0.91 

2 Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 +Weather 14.95 0.41 0.91 

3 Twitter + CDC lag 2 and 3 + Weather 15.29 0.44 0.91 

4 ALL: Google Trend + CDC lag 2 and 3 + 
Twitter + Weather 15.35 0.45 0.91 

5 Only CDC data lag 2 and 3 15.91 0.48 0.90 
FIGURE 23: RESULTS OF MODELS LASSO VS RANDOM FOREST 
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5.5.2 RANDOM FOREST VS LITERATURE 
 
As we are fairly confident with our RF result comparing with LASSO, we also want to know 
what our result comparing with previous studies. Thus, we did some research about what 
exactly others are achieving nowadays. Considering there are vast majority of paper talking 
about predicting flu, but not so many uses the same measurement as ours, here we list two 
most results using very similar methodology and same measurement. Olson mentioned in his 
2013 paper12, at the regional level, the updated Google Flu Trend achieved to have a correlation 
of 0.86 for during 2012-2013 season. In 2013 March, Santos managed to build his model based 
on web search queries and Twitter to have a correlation of 0.72 of the actual flu level in 
Portugal13. Unsurprisingly, our RF model is doing a much better job with the top four models’ 
correlation being 0.94 to 0.95.  

 
Here we want to further share the results of one of our best RF model. Figure 24 shows the 
variable importance for the best model we have. Both measurement confirms the importance 
of CDClag2, CDClag3 and weeknumber. This is not surprising because previous studies have 
already proves that CDC along can already do a fairly good job, and the weeknumber is just 
picking up the seasonality. Figure 25 depicts the predicted vs actual observed values per 
region for year 2015. If predicted value is the same as actual values, the point should be on the 
45-degree line. All the points above the degree line means that we overestimate the flu level, 
while the point below the line means we underestimate the flu level. The model did a very 
good job predicting low to medium level flu, but relatively poorly to the high peaks of the flu 
seasons. 

 
FIGURE 24: VARIABLE IMPORTANCE IN RADOM FOREST 

                                                      
12 Donald R. Olson , Kevin J. Konty, Marc Paladini, Cecile Viboud, Lone Simonsen, 2013, “Reassessing 
Google Flu Trends Data for Detection of Seasonal and Pandemic Influenza: A Comparative 
Epidemiological Study at Three Geographic Scales.” 
13 Herman Anthony Carneiro,  Eleftherios Mylonakis, 2009, “Google Trends: A Web-Based Tool for 
Real-Time Surveillance of Disease Outbreaks” 
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FIGURE 25: OBSERVED VS PREDICTED PER REGION (2015) 
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6 LIMITATION AND FUTURE STUDIES 
 

Two monitors in CH  

To gather Twitter volumes, we used Crimson Hexagon as mentioned earlier in section 4. 
However, we came across a dilemma which made us questioned the accuracy of the data 
Crimson Hexagon provided. As explained earlier, we created one monitor that included all 
the keywords and then we had to create subfilters in order to obtain to volume of each 
keywords in each region for a given author influence (in order to obtain tweets of regular 
people and not TV channels or newspapers). Simultaneously, we created another monitor 
(query), with the same keywords and same location, with the only change being author 
influence 0- 50. In this case, we include the influence restriction directly in our query and not 
in the subfilters. To our great surprise, we obtained an inconsistent total of tweets over the 
same period. Due the constraint time span, we highly recommend future studies to work 
closely on CH, and find out the actual validity of the data.  

Weight in LASSO: Rolling Forecast 

As explained in the section 5.1.2. t, we were not able to obtain a better forecast using rolling 
forecast. One of the main issue we considered was the fact that we could not give to the newly 
added week in the training dataset any weight, thus it was just an observation among a bigger 
pool (hundreds) of observations. Future studies could definitely work on this direction to have 
an increasing weight as the datapoint moving closer and closer to the target variable.  

Google Trends Relativity 

When taking ratios of the keyword google trend frequency in one state to Massachusetts, about 
10% of the data is either “inf.” As “inf” meant the base keyword frequency of Massachusetts 
is 0 relative to other states. Thus, the frequency of other states will be infinitely bigger to that 
of Massachusetts. In order to let R gracefully handle these observations, we manually changed 
“inf” to 1000. However, this change may have misled in certain way that R misinterprets this 
as a same level increase across different observations while some are only 1 unit bigger and 
some are 4 units bigger than that of Massachusetts. It could potentially reduce the number of 
0s frequency of Massachusetts if we can obtain the daily google trend data. We obtained 
weekly data because google trend does not allow downloading daily data of time span longer 
than 3 months. Weekly data will definitely constrain the effect that google trend can bring in 
our model. For future studies, we suggest take daily data and compare keyword frequency in 
each state, and take a medium volume state, so that there will be less 0s in both the nominator 
and the denominator when taking ratios.   

CDC Lags 

For various data sources, we all used first three lags except CDC which we only used second 
and third lag. Due the constraint of panel data and many data sources, it might not be the best 
decision to choose three lags. It was pure time series; we could use ARIMA model to see how 
many lag do we really need to put in the model. Using not correct number of lags could also 
potentially limit the effectiveness of our models. For future studies, we suggest try different 
number of lags to find the best model. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
 

Forecasting flu trends in the United States is not only a key health challenge, it is also a 
marvelous subject to discover Big Data Analysis. The 21st century has enabled us with a very 
fruitful set of data that are ready to be used for various purposes.  
Indeed, throughout this report, we were able to gather important data from social medias and 
popular search queries to sharpen an out-of-date prediction model.  
The results obtained thanks to Google Trends, Twitter and official weather data help improve 
CDC initial prediction by 20%. 

As mentioned before, earlier the seasonal flu was a bane that impact the United States every 
year causing 821.5 deaths per 100,000 populations, even if it is evitable.  
Thus, being able to construct a model, that is 20% more precise help American health care 
infrastructures get prepare more rapidly and efficiently. 

However, another key step to this forecast still needs to be implemented to visualize real 
change – going from the model to the actual people concerned. Indeed, now that we know that 
we are able to predict one-week earlier flu peaks across the U.S, it still needs to be translated 
to the actors of flu reduction such as doctors, commercials and the U.S government itself to 
play effective actions during those flu peaks time. 
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Appendix 1 Regions of the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention 

 

Region States 

1 Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode 
Island, Vermont 

2 New Jersey, New York, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands 

3 Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, 
Virginia, West Virginia 

4 Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee 

5 Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin 

6 Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas 

7 Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska 

8 Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, 
Wyoming 

9 Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada 

10 Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington 
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Appendix 2 Data Dictionary 

Model Name Description Example 

Dependent CDC 
weekly ratio of # patient/ population (in millions) 
per region; range: 0.36 - 622.49, mean: 41.33, 
median: 28.86 

5.57 

Independent CDClag2 CDC data of two weeks ago 5.09 

Independent CDClag3 CDC data of three weeks ago 58.12 

Independent year2009 takes value of 1 if it is year 2009, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent year2010 takes value of 1 if it is year 2010, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent year2011 takes value of 1 if it is year 2011, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent year2012 takes value of 1 if it is year 2012, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent year2013 takes value of 1 if it is year 2013, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent year2014 takes value of 1 if it is year 2014, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent year2015 takes value of 1 if it is year 2015, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent year2016 takes value of 1 if it is year 2016, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent weeknum week number for each year, takes value of 1-53 34 

Independent region1 takes value of 1 if it is region 1, 0 otherwise. 0 

Independent region2 takes value of 1 if it is region 2, 0 otherwise. 0 

Independent region3 takes value of 1 if it is region 3, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent region4 takes value of 1 if it is region 4, 0 otherwise. 0 

Independent region5 takes value of 1 if it is region 5, 0 otherwise. 0 

Independent region6 takes value of 1 if it is region 6, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent region7 takes value of 1 if it is region 7, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent region8 takes value of 1 if it is region 8, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent region9 takes value of 1 if it is region 9, 0 otherwise. 0 

Independent region10 takes value of 1 if it is region 10, 0 otherwise. 1 

Independent gFlulag1 
one week ago the ratio of the Keyword "Flu" search 
frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0.23 - 3.5, mean: 0.86, median: 0.81 

2.1 

Independent gFlulag2 
two weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Flu" search 
frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0.23 - 3.5, mean: 0.86, median: 0.81 

3.4 

Independent gFlulag3 
three weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Flu" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0.23 - 3.5, mean: 0.86, median: 0.81 

2.9 

Independent gInfluenzalag1 one week ago the ratio of the Keyword "Influenza" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 5.3 
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Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0 - 10000, mean: 29.29, median: 0.629 

Independent gInfluenzalag2 
two weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Influenza" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0 - 10000, mean: 29.29, median: 0.629 

6.7 

Independent gInfluenzalag3 

three weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword 
"Influenza" search frequency for a particular state 
to that of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as 
follows: range: 0 - 10000, mean: 29.29, median: 
0.629 

8.2 

Independent gPneumonialag1 
one week ago the ratio of the Keyword "Pneumonia" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0.24 - 3.24, mean: 0.77, median: 0.71 

1.2 

Independent gPneumonialag2 
two weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword 
"Pneumonia" search frequency for a particular state 
to that of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as 
follows: range: 0.24 - 3.24, mean: 0.77, median: 0.71 

2.3 

Independent gPneumonialag3 
three weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword 
"Pneumonia" search frequency for a particular state 
to that of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as 
follows: range: 0.24 - 3.24, mean: 0.77, median: 0.71 

2 

Independent gRunnynoselag1 
one week ago the ratio of the Keyword "Runny nose" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0 - 3.18, mean: 0.56, median: 0.53 

2.3 

Independent gRunnynoselag2 
two weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Runny 
nose" search frequency for a particular state to that 
of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0 - 3.18, mean: 0.56, median: 0.53 

2.3 

Independent gRunnynoselag3 
three weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Runny 
nose" search frequency for a particular state to that 
of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0 - 3.18, mean: 0.56, median: 0.53 

2.9 

Independent gSorethroatlag1 
one week ago the ratio of the Keyword "Sore throat" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0.24 - 4.56, mean: 0.88, median: 0.83 

2.7 

Independent gSorethroatlag2 
two weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Sore 
throat" search frequency for a particular state to 
that of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as 
follows: range: 0.24 - 4.56, mean: 0.88, median: 0.83 

6.2 

Independent gSorethroatlag3 
three weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Sore 
throat" search frequency for a particular state to 
that of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as 
follows: range: 0.24 - 4.56, mean: 0.88, median: 0.83 

3 

Independent gTamiflulag1 
one week ago the ratio of the Keyword "Tamiflu" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0 - 10000, mean: 1057.54, median: 0.33 

10000 

Independent gTamiflulag2 two weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Tamiflu" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 0 
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Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0 - 10000, mean: 1057.54, median: 0.33 

Independent gTamiflulag3 
three weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Tamiflu" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0 - 10000, mean: 1057.54, median: 0.33 

10000 

Independent gVaccinelag1 
one week ago the ratio of the Keyword "Vaccine" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0.30 - 2.2, mean: 0.88, median: 0.83 

0.4 

Independent gVaccinelag2 
two weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Vaccine" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0.30 - 2.2, mean: 0.88, median: 0.83 

0.54 

Independent gVaccinelag3 
three weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Vaccine" 
search frequency for a particular state to that of 
Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as follows: 
range: 0.30 - 2.2, mean: 0.88, median: 0.83 

0.89 

Independent gFlusymptomlag1 

one week ago the ratio of the Keyword "Flu 
symptom" search frequency for a particular state to 
that of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as 
follows: range: 0 - 10000, mean: 334.74, median: 
0.36 

330 

Independent gFlusymptomlag2 

two weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Flu 
symptom" search frequency for a particular state to 
that of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as 
follows: range: 0 - 10000, mean: 334.74, median: 
0.36 

345 

Independent gFlusymptomlag3 

three weeks ago the ratio of the Keyword "Flu 
symptom" search frequency for a particular state to 
that of Massachusetts, according to gtrend, is as 
follows: range: 0 - 10000, mean: 334.74, median: 
0.36 

250 

Independent tFlulag1 
one week ago the usage frequency of hashtag "Flu" 
in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 1537, mean: 
51.08, median: 30 

50 

Independent tFlulag2 
two weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag "Flu" 
in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 1537, mean: 
51.08, median: 30 

2 

Independent tFlulag3 
three weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Flu" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 1537, mean: 
51.08, median: 30 

89 

Independent tTamiflulag1 
one week ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Tamiflu" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 26, 
mean: 0.34, median: 0 

10.2 

Independent tTamiflulag2 
two weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Tamiflu" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 26, 
mean: 0.34, median: 0 

11.94 

Independent tTamiflulag3 
three weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Tamiflu" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 26, 
mean: 0.34, median: 0 

34.2 
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Independent tPneumonialag1 
one week ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Pneumonia" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 391, 
mean: 13.15, median: 4 

34 

Independent tPneumonialag2 
two weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Pneumonia" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 391, 
mean: 13.15, median: 4 

23 

Independent tPneumonialag3 
three weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Pneumonia" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 391, 
mean: 13.15, median: 4 

78 

Independent tSickdaylag1 
one week ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Sickday" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 60, 
mean: 0.92, median: 0 

23 

Independent tSickdaylag2 
two weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Sickday" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 60, 
mean: 0.92, median: 0 

87 

Independent tSickdaylag3 
three weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Sickday" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 60, 
mean: 0.92, median: 0 

56 

Independent tInfluenzalag1 
one week ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Infulenza" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 397, 
mean: 4.82, median: 0 

36 

Independent tInfluenzalag2 
two weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Infulenza" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 397, 
mean: 4.82, median: 0 

23 

Independent tInfluenzalag3 
three weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Infulenza" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 397, 
mean: 4.82, median: 0 

81 

Independent tSwineflulag1 
one week ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Swineflu" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 211, 
mean: 1.05, median: 0 

210 

Independent tSwineflulag2 
two weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Swineflu" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 211, 
mean: 1.05, median: 0 

35 

Independent tSwineflulag3 
three weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Swineflu" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 211, 
mean: 1.05, median: 0 

34 

Independent tFlushotlag1 
one week ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Flushot" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 64, 
mean: 1.02, median: 0 

56 

Independent tFlushotlag2 
two weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Flushot" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 64, 
mean: 1.02, median: 0 

15 

Independent tFlushotlag3 
three week ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Flushot" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 64, 
mean: 1.02, median: 0 

30 

Independent tBodyachelag1 
one week ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Bodyache" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 18, 
mean: 0.11, median: 0 

9 

Independent tBodyachelag2 
two weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Bodyache" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 18, 
mean: 0.11, median: 0 

12 
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Independent tBodyachelag3 
three weeks ago the usage frequency of hashtag 
"Bodyache" in Twitter, is as follows: range: 0 - 18, 
mean: 0.11, median: 0 

9 

Independent templag1 one week ago average temperature per region; 
range: 4.5 - 87.96, mean: 57.97, median: 60 6.3 

Independent templag2 two weeks ago average temperature per region; 
range: 4.5 - 87.96, mean: 57.97, median: 60 5.9 

Independent templag3 three weeks ago average temperature per region; 
range: 4.5 - 87.96, mean: 57.97, median: 60 7.2 

Independent humilag1 one week ago average humidity per region; range: 
30.64 - 86.29, mean: 63.16, median: 64.04 34.12 

Independent humilag2 two weeks ago average humidity per region; range: 
30.64 - 86.29, mean: 63.16, median: 64.04 38.23 

Independent humilag3 three weeks ago average humidity per region; 
range: 30.64 - 86.29, mean: 63.16, median: 64.04 59.12 
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Appendix 3 – Coefficients LASSO 

Coefficients obtained: 

(Intercept)     28.33147 

weeknum           1.042710e-01 

CDClag2           1.366331  

CDClag3          -7.461010e-01 

region1          -4.407207  

region2           1.425712e+01 

region3           1.037059e+01 

region4           5.697254e-01 

region5          -7.624389  

region6           7.342178  

region7          -2.952042  

region8           3.938903  

region9          -7.699148e-01 

region10         -1.062453e+01 

year2009          2.297618e+01 

year2011         -3.113341e-01 

year2012          1.070778  

year2013         -1.137287  

year2014          4.085251e-01 

gFlulag1          2.695255  

gFlulag2         -9.546390e-01 

gFlulag3         -3.392343  

gInfluenzalag1    1.360183e-04 

gInfluenzalag2    2.491921e-04 

gInfluenzalag3    1.855934e-03 

gPneumonialag1   -3.302841  

gPneumonialag2    1.321249  

gPneumonialag3    4.711355  

gRunnynoselag1    2.886709  

gRunnynoselag2    1.184493  

gRunnynoselag3   -3.413326e-01 

gSorethroatlag1   3.565360  

gSorethroatlag2   1.328743  

gSorethroatlag3   6.085628e-01 

gTamiflulag1     -1.900453e-04 

gTamiflulag3      4.556467e-06 

gVaccinelag1     -2.570382  

gVaccinelag2     -2.356201  

gVaccinelag3     -2.152121  

gFlusymptomlag1-6.728615e-05 

gFlusymptomlag3   8.221101e-05 

tFlulag1          2.014056e-02 

tFlulag2          2.760616e-02 

tFlulag3         -1.999630e-02 

tTamiflulag1      5.848581e-01 

tTamiflulag2      1.051343  

tTamiflulag3     -2.427003e-01 

tPneumonialag2   -1.010423e-02 

tSickdaylag1     -2.129716e-01 

tSickdaylag2     -8.526192e-02 

tSickdaylag3     -2.458239e-01 

tInfluenzalag1    6.276652e-02 

tInfluenzalag2    7.622032e-02 

tInfluenzalag3    8.075286e-02 

tSwineflulag2    -4.322729e-02 

tSwineflulag3    -2.493053e-04 

tFlushotlag1     -1.390402e-01 

tFlushotlag2     -6.101720e-02 

tBodyachelag1    -3.005162e-01 

tBodyachelag2    -1.128483e-01 

tBodyachelag3    -3.838997e-01 

templag1         -4.191759e-01 

templag2         -5.880221e-03 

templag3          6.382395e-02 

humilag2         -5.889864e-02 

humilag3          5.538003e-02  
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Appendix 4 – STATA Code for Data Manipulation 

Weather Raw Data Merging and Manipulation 

local home C:\Users\Fei\OneDrive\6th_quarter\Big_Data\project\ 
local dest `home'final\ 
chdir `home' 
clear  
/*deleted KCXP KDYA KJRB KLZK KM16 KMZZ as they don’t have enough observations.*/ 
local csvfiles: dir "csvdata" files "*.csv" 
foreach file of local csvfiles{ 
preserve 
insheet using "csvdata/`file'", clear 
save temp, replace 
restore 
append using temp, force 
} 
rm temp 
save alldata, replace  
gen date = "" 
replace date = mst if mst!="" 
replace date = est if est!="" 
replace date = cst if cst!="" 
replace date = pst if pst!="" 
replace date = pdt if pdt!="" 
replace date = hst if hst!="" 
replace date = ast if ast!="" 
replace date = akst if akst!="" 
replace date = mdt if mdt!="" 
replace date = cdt if cdt!="" 
replace date = mdt if mdt!="" 
replace date = edt if edt!="" 
 
drop if city == "KAUD" 
drop if city == "KCXP" 
drop if city == "KDYA" 
drop if city == "KJRB" 
drop if city =="KM16" 
drop if city == "KMZZ" 
drop if city == "KWYS" 
 
drop mst est cst pst pdt edt cdt mdt akst hst ast 
order date city 
 
/*raw appended data*/ 
save alldata2, replace  
export excel using all_weather_data2.xlsx, firstrow(variables) sheetreplace 
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Appendix 5 – R Code for Data Craping and Manipulation 

Merge Weather Data with Region file and population data 

getwd() 
setwd("C:/Users/Fei/OneDrive/6th_quarter/Big_Data/project/googletrend") 
 
weather <- read.csv("weather_final2.csv") 
 
#extract year and the paste it back to the data frame.  
weather$date <- as.Date(weather$date, "%Y-%m-%d") 
weather$year <- as.numeric(format(weather$date,"%Y")) 
#weather<- data.frame(weather, year) 
 
#add weeknumb variable. week 1 starts only on Sunday, thus there is week 0 in the begining 
of each year except 2012. 
weather$weeknum <- as.numeric(format(weather$date, "%U")) 
 
#frequency of city, very low frequency: KAUD, KCXP, KDYA, KJRB, KM16, KMZZ, KWYS 
#change of city: Baton Rouge (KBTR), Las Vegas(KLAS), Birmingham (KBHM), 
Newark(KEWR), Jackson(KHKS), Indianapolis(KIND), Billings(KBIL) 
table(weather$city) 
#another way to count the frequency of categorical variable "city" 
library(plyr) 
count(weather,"city") 
 
#gen a duplicate variable weeknum within the data frame. 
weather$weeknum2 <- weather$weeknum 
#replace values only when year not equal to 2012. 
weather$weeknum[weather$year!=2012] <- weather$weeknum[weather$year!=2012]+1 
#double check 
table(weather$weeknum) 
 
#export as csv.file 
write.table(weather, "weath.txt", sep="\t") 
 
#export as dta.file 
library(foreign) 
write.dta(weather, "weath.dta") 
 
#load city code, prepare to merge with weather 
cityCode <- read.csv("weather_code.csv") 
 
#merge with region number 
weatherRegion <- merge(cityCode,weather,by="city") 
#save weather data 
write.csv(weatherRegion, file = "weatherRegion.csv") 
 
#install.packages("doBy") 
library(doBy) 
#collapse by region, year, week using mean. 
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weekWeather <- summaryBy(meantemperaturef+meanhumidity ~ region+weeknum+year, 
data=weatherRegion) 
# save weekly weather 
write.csv(weekWeather, file = "weekWeather.csv") 
 
#load google trend and patient data 
lagMergeTrend <- read.csv("lagMergeTrend.csv") 
#merge! 
Final <- merge(lagMergeTrend,weekWeather,by=c("year","weeknum","region")) 
 
#delete unneccesary variable 
Final <- data.frame(Final[,-(4:5)]) 
#final.csv includes all weather, google trend, and lag variables. identically veryfied by year, 
weeknum, region. 
write.csv(Final, file = "Final.csv") 
 
#load population data and merge with final 
population <- read.csv("Population FINAL.csv") 
 
FinalWpop <- FinalWpop[order(FinalWpop$year, FinalWpop$weeknum, 
FinalWpop$region),] 
 
FinalWpop <- merge(Final,population,by="region") 
write.csv(FinalWpop,file = "FinalWpop.csv") 
 

Scrapping Google Trend data 

rm(list=ls()) 
getwd() 
setwd("C:/Users/Fei/OneDrive/6th_quarter/Big_Data/project/googletrend") 
################################################3 
rm(list=ls()) 
#download g 
#install.packages("gtrendsR") 
library(gtrendsR) 
ch <- gconnect("felina0101f@gmail.com","Xufei1987!") 
#no volumn on sickday, flu and swine flu overlaps? muscle ache, flu shot: not enough 
volumnue 
query=c("flu","tamiflu", "pneumonia", "sickday", "influenza", "swine flu", "runny nose", 
"muscle ache", "sore throat","flu shot","body ache","symptoms of flu","vaccine") 
year_starts=c("2008-01-01","2009-01-01","2010-01-01","2011-01-01","2012-01-01","2013-01-
01","2014-01-01","2015-01-01","2016-01-01") 
year_ends=c("2008-12-31","2009-12-31","2010-12-31","2011-12-31","2012-12-31","2013-12-
31","2014-12-31","2015-12-31","2016-04-23") 
regions = list(c("US-AR","US-CA", "US-WA", "US-CO"),c("US-AR","US-MS", "US-TX", "US-
IL"),c("US-AR","US-FL", "US-MA", "US-NY","US-PA")) 
 
new_list=list() 
 
#flu part1 
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fludata1 = (gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[1]], start_date=year_starts[1], 
end_date=year_ends[1]))$trend 
for(i in 2:9){ 
  print(paste(year_starts[i],year_ends[i], sep=" ")) 
  new_list[[i]] = gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[1]], start_date=year_starts[i], 
end_date=year_ends[i]) 
  singleYearData = new_list[[i]]$trend 
  fludata1 = rbind(fludata1, singleYearData) 
} 
fludata1$flu.CA = fludata1$flu.US.CA/fludata1$flu.US.AR 
fludata1$flu.WA = fludata1$flu.US.WA/fludata1$flu.US.AR 
fludata1$flu.CO = fludata1$flu.US.CO/fludata1$flu.US.AR 
fludata1 = fludata1[,-(3:6)] 
 
#flu part2 
fludata2 = (gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[2]], start_date=year_starts[1], 
end_date=year_ends[1]))$trend 
for(i in 2:9){ 
  #print(paste(year_starts[i],year_ends[i], sep=" ")) 
  new_list[[i]] = gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[2]], start_date=year_starts[i], 
end_date=year_ends[i]) 
  singleYearData = new_list[[i]]$trend 
  fludata2 = rbind(fludata2, singleYearData) 
} 
fludata2$flu.MS = fludata2$flu.US.MS/fludata2$flu.US.AR 
fludata2$flu.TX = fludata2$flu.US.TX/fludata2$flu.US.AR 
fludata2$flu.IL = fludata2$flu.US.IL/fludata2$flu.US.AR 
fludata2 = fludata2[,-(3:6)] 
 
#flu part3 
fludata3 = (gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[3]], start_date=year_starts[1], 
end_date=year_ends[1]))$trend 
for(i in 2:9){ 
  #print(paste(year_starts[i],year_ends[i], sep=" ")) 
  new_list[[i]] = gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[3]], start_date=year_starts[i], 
end_date=year_ends[i]) 
  singleYearData = new_list[[i]]$trend 
  fludata3 = rbind(fludata3, singleYearData) 
} 
fludata3$flu.FL = fludata3$flu.US.FL/fludata3$flu.US.AR 
fludata3$flu.MA = fludata3$flu.US.MA/fludata3$flu.US.AR 
fludata3$flu.NY = fludata3$flu.US.NY/fludata3$flu.US.AR 
fludata3$flu.PA = fludata3$flu.US.PA/fludata3$flu.US.AR 
fludata3 = fludata3[,-(3:7)] 
 
#merge three datasets into one. 
fludata <- merge(fludata1,fludata2,by=c("start","end")) 
fludata <- merge(fludata,fludata3,by=c("start","end")) 
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######################## 
#flu part1 
fludata1 = (gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[1]], start_date=year_starts[1], 
end_date=year_ends[1]))$trend 
for(i in 2:9){ 
  print(paste(year_starts[i],year_ends[i], sep=" ")) 
  new_list[[i]] = gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[1]], start_date=year_starts[i], 
end_date=year_ends[i]) 
  singleYearData = new_list[[i]]$trend 
  fludata1 = rbind(fludata1, singleYearData) 
} 
fludata1$flu.CA = fludata1$flu.US.CA/fludata1$flu.US.AR 
fludata1$flu.WA = fludata1$flu.US.WA/fludata1$flu.US.AR 
fludata1$flu.CO = fludata1$flu.US.CO/fludata1$flu.US.AR 
fludata1 = fludata1[,-(3:6)] 
 
#flu part2 
fludata2 = (gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[2]], start_date=year_starts[1], 
end_date=year_ends[1]))$trend 
for(i in 2:9){ 
  #print(paste(year_starts[i],year_ends[i], sep=" ")) 
  new_list[[i]] = gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[2]], start_date=year_starts[i], 
end_date=year_ends[i]) 
  singleYearData = new_list[[i]]$trend 
  fludata2 = rbind(fludata2, singleYearData) 
} 
fludata2$flu.MS = fludata2$flu.US.MS/fludata2$flu.US.AR 
fludata2$flu.TX = fludata2$flu.US.TX/fludata2$flu.US.AR 
fludata2$flu.IL = fludata2$flu.US.IL/fludata2$flu.US.AR 
fludata2 = fludata2[,-(3:6)] 
 
#flu part3 
fludata3 = (gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[3]], start_date=year_starts[1], 
end_date=year_ends[1]))$trend 
for(i in 2:9){ 
  #print(paste(year_starts[i],year_ends[i], sep=" ")) 
  new_list[[i]] = gtrends(query[1],geo =regions[[3]], start_date=year_starts[i], 
end_date=year_ends[i]) 
  singleYearData = new_list[[i]]$trend 
  fludata3 = rbind(fludata3, singleYearData) 
} 
fludata3$flu.FL = fludata3$flu.US.FL/fludata3$flu.US.AR 
fludata3$flu.MA = fludata3$flu.US.MA/fludata3$flu.US.AR 
fludata3$flu.NY = fludata3$flu.US.NY/fludata3$flu.US.AR 
fludata3$flu.PA = fludata3$flu.US.PA/fludata3$flu.US.AR 
fludata3 = fludata3[,-(3:7)] 
#merge  
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fludata <- merge(fludata1,fludata2,by=c("start","end")) 
fludata <- merge(fludata,fludata3,by=c("start","end")) 
 
write.csv(fludata, file = "fludata.csv") 
rm(fludata1,fludata2,fludata3) 
 
#extract year from the start variable 
fludata$year <- as.numeric(format(fludata$start,"%Y")) 
#create weeknumber from start variable. 
fludata$weeknum <- as.numeric(format(fludata$start, "%U")) 
#double check frequency of the weeknum. 
table( fludata$weeknum) 
#export dataset as csv file. 
write.csv(fludata, file = "fludata.csv") 
library(tidyr) 
#transform data from wide to long 
fludata_long <- gather(fludata,region,gTrendFlu,flu.CA:flu.PA) 
#convert region to factor 
fludata_long$region <- factor(fludata_long$region) 
#check levels of region 
levels(fludata_long$region) 
#change the region categories. 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.CA"] <- "9" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.CO"] <- "8" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.FL"] <- "4" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.IL"] <- "5" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.MA"] <- "1" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.MS"] <- "7" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.NY"] <- "2" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.PA"] <- "3" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.TX"] <- "6" 
levels(fludata_long$region)[levels(fludata_long$region)=="flu.WA"] <- "10" 
 
write.csv(fludata_long, file = "fludata_long.csv") 
 
Final dataset and lags 

rm(list=ls()) 
getwd() 
setwd("C:/Users/Fei/OneDrive/6th_quarter/Big_Data/project/googletrend") 
 
trend <- read.csv("trendFinal2.csv") 
ILI <- read.csv("CDC.csv") 
#delete useless variables 
ILI <- ILI[,-(4:11)] 
 
##generate lags for ILItotal 
library(plyr) 
#define function of lag  
lg <- function(x)c(NA,x[1:length(x)-1]) 
#ddply(dataframe, ~group, transform, lg(var)) 
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lag <- ddply(ILI, ~region, transform, lag1 = lg(ILItotal)) 
lag <- ddply(lag, ~region, transform, lag2 = lg(lag1)) 
 
#merge with google trend data,all observation of week53 are deleted because they are not 
matched. 
lagMergeTrend <- merge(trend,lag,by=c("year","weeknum","region")) 
#save as csv. 
write.csv(lagMergeTrend, file = "lagMergeTrend.csv") 
 
twitter$CDC <- ILItotal/population2015*1000000 
 
#generate region dummies 
twitter$region1 <- as.numeric(region==1) 
#double check 
print(region1) 
table(region1) 
twitter$region2 <- as.numeric(region==2) 
twitter$region3 <- as.numeric(region==3) 
twitter$region4 <- as.numeric(region==4) 
twitter$region5 <- as.numeric(region==5) 
twitter$region6 <- as.numeric(region==6) 
twitter$region7 <- as.numeric(region==7) 
twitter$region8 <- as.numeric(region==8) 
twitter$region9 <- as.numeric(region==9) 
twitter$region10 <- as.numeric(region==10) 
 
#year dummy 
twitter$year2009 <- as.numeric(year==2009) 
twitter$year2010 <- as.numeric(year==2010) 
twitter$year2011 <- as.numeric(year==2011) 
twitter$year2012 <- as.numeric(year==2012) 
twitter$year2013 <- as.numeric(year==2013) 
twitter$year2014 <- as.numeric(year==2014) 
twitter$year2015 <- as.numeric(year==2015) 
twitter$year2016 <- as.numeric(year==2016) 
 
###lags 
library(plyr) 
#define function of lag  
lg <- function(x)c(NA,x[1:length(x)-1]) 
 
#gen CDC lags. 
Lags <- ddply(twitter, ~region, transform, CDClag1 = lg(CDC)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, CDClag2 = lg(CDClag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, CDClag3 = lg(CDClag2)) 
 
# gtrend lags 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlulag1 = lg(gTrendFlu)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlulag2 = lg(gFlulag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlulag3 = lg(gFlulag2)) 
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Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlushotlag1 = lg(gTrendflushot)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlushotlag2 = lg(gFlushotlag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlushotlag3 = lg(gFlushotlag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gInfluenzalag1 = lg(gTrend10000luenza)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gInfluenzalag2 = lg(gInfluenzalag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gInfluenzalag3 = lg(gInfluenzalag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gPneumonialag1 = lg(gTrendpneumonia)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gPneumonialag2 = lg(gPneumonialag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gPneumonialag3 = lg(gPneumonialag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gRunnynoselag1 = lg(gTrendrunnynose)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gRunnynoselag2 = lg(gRunnynoselag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gRunnynoselag3 = lg(gRunnynoselag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gSorethroatlag1 = lg(gTrendsorethroat)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gSorethroatlag2 = lg(gSorethroatlag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gSorethroatlag3 = lg(gSorethroatlag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gTamiflulag1 = lg(gTrendtamiflu)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gTamiflulag2 = lg(gTamiflulag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gTamiflulag3 = lg(gTamiflulag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gVaccinelag1 = lg(gTrendvaccine)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gVaccinelag2 = lg(gVaccinelag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gVaccinelag3 = lg(gVaccinelag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlusymptomlag1 = lg(gTrendflusymptom)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlusymptomlag2 = lg(gFlusymptomlag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, gFlusymptomlag3 = lg(gFlusymptomlag2)) 
 
# CH lags 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tFlulag1 = lg(twitterFlu1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tFlulag2 = lg(tFlulag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tFlulag3 = lg(tFlulag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tTamiflulag1 = lg(twitterTamiflu1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tTamiflulag2 = lg(tTamiflulag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tTamiflulag3 = lg(tTamiflulag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tPneumonialag1 = lg(twitterPneumonia1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tPneumonialag2 = lg(tPneumonialag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tPneumonialag3 = lg(tPneumonialag2)) 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tSickdaylag1 = lg(twittersickday1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tSickdaylag2 = lg(tSickdaylag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tSickdaylag3 = lg(tSickdaylag2)) 
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Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tInfluenzalag1 = lg(twitterInfluenza1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tInfluenzalag2 = lg(tInfluenzalag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tInfluenzalag3 = lg(tInfluenzalag2)) 
 
 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tSwineflulag1 = lg(twitterswineflu1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tSwineflulag2 = lg(tSwineflulag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tSwineflulag3 = lg(tSwineflulag2)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tFlushotlag1 = lg(twitterflushot1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tFlushotlag2 = lg(tFlushotlag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tFlushotlag3 = lg(tFlushotlag2)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tBodyachelag1 = lg(twitterbodyache1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tBodyachelag2 = lg(tBodyachelag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, tBodyachelag3 = lg(tBodyachelag2)) 
#weather lags 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, templag1 = lg(meantemperaturef.mean)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, templag2 = lg(templag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, templag3 = lg(templag2)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, humilag1 = lg(meanhumidity.mean)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, humilag2 = lg(humilag1)) 
Lags <- ddply(Lags, ~region, transform, humilag3 = lg(humilag2)) 
write.csv(Lags, file = "FullDataSet2.csv") 
 
#cleanning data 
 
cleanData <- cleanData[,-(1:)] 
final_Dataframe <- Lags[,c("year","region","weeknum", 
"CDC","CDClag2","CDClag3","region1","region2","region3","region4","region5","region6", 
                         "region7","region8", 
"region9","region10","year2009","year2010","year2011","year2012","year2013","year2014", 
                         "year2015", 
"year2016","gFlulag1","gFlulag2","gFlulag3","gInfluenzalag1","gInfluenzalag2","gInfluenzalag
3",  "gPneumonialag1", 
"gPneumonialag2","gPneumonialag3","gRunnynoselag1","gRunnynoselag2","gRunnynoselag
3",                         "gSorethroatlag1", 
"gSorethroatlag2","gSorethroatlag3","gTamiflulag1","gTamiflulag2","gTamiflulag3", 
                         "gVaccinelag1", 
"gVaccinelag2","gVaccinelag3","gFlusymptomlag1","gFlusymptomlag2","gFlusymptomlag3",
"tFlulag1", "tFlulag2", 
"tFlulag3","tTamiflulag1","tTamiflulag2","tTamiflulag3","tPneumonialag1","tPneumonialag2", 
                         
"tPneumonialag3","tSickdaylag1","tSickdaylag2","tSickdaylag3","tInfluenzalag1","tInfluenzal
ag2","tInfluenzalag3", 
                         
"tSwineflulag1","tSwineflulag2","tSwineflulag3","tFlushotlag1","tFlushotlag2","tFlushotlag3","
tBodyachelag1", 
                         
"tBodyachelag2","tBodyachelag3","templag1","templag2","templag3","humilag1","humilag2","
humilag3")]  
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write.csv(new_Dataframe, file = "final_Dataframe.csv") 
 
 

 

Appendix 6 – Code for LASSO 

Rolling Forecast 

library(glmnet) 
library(ggplot2) 
data=read.csv("C:/Users/Sarah/Desktop/LASSO/final_Dataframe.csv") 
mandatory=data.frame(data[,4:5],data[,8:25]) 
weather=data[,75:80] 
gg=data[,26:49] 
twitter=data[,50:74] 
cdc=data[,6:7] 
#-------------------------- 
#FUNCTIONS 
rw <- function(i){ 
  if (i==0) { 
    return (NULL) 
  }else{ 
    return(newdata[(newdata$year2015==1)&(newdata$weeknum<=i),])   
  }  
} 
rw2<- function(i){ 
    return(newdata[(newdata$year2015==1)&(newdata$weeknum==i),]) 
} 
#--------------------------- 
databis=data.frame(mandatory,gg,weather,cdc) 
# Delete unwanted columns 
databis$X <-NULL 
databis$year <-NULL 
#load data without na values. Glmnet in R does not handle NA values well, so we decide to 
delete it from dataset 
newdata=na.omit(databis) 
#define x and y 
x=model.matrix(CDC~.,newdata )[,-1] 
y=newdata$CDC 
#rollingforecast 
for (i in 0:51){ 
#define train and test datasets 
train=rbind(newdata[(newdata$year2015 !=1) & (newdata$year2016 !=1),],rw(i)) 
test=c(rw2(i+1)) 
#define lasso parameters 
grid =10^ seq (10,-2, length =100) 
lasso.mod=glmnet(model.matrix(CDC~.,train )[,-1],train$CDC,alpha =1, lambda = grid ) 
#cross-validation  
set.seed (998877) 
cv.out =cv.glmnet (model.matrix(CDC~.,train )[,-1],train$CDC,alpha =1) 
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bestlam =cv.out$lambda.min 
lasso.pred=predict (lasso.mod,s=bestlam ,newx=model.matrix(CDC~.,test )[,-1]) 
 
#plot prediction and observed values 
resultat=read.csv("C:/Users/Sarah/Desktop/LASSO/Classeur1.csv",sep=";") 
resultat$weeknum=seq(from=i+1, to=i+1, length.out=10 ) 
resultat$predicted =lasso.pred 
resultat$X<-NULL 
resultatfinal2= rbind(resultatfinal2,resultat) 
} 
#------ 
resultatfinal3=resultatfinal2 
#compare rolling forecast and observed values 
FINAL= resultatfinal3 
FINAL <- FINAL[order(FINAL$region),]  
obsvalues2 = data[(data$year2015==1)&(data$weeknum>=1),]  
obsvalues2$predicted=FINAL$predicted  
mean(( obsvalues2$predicted -obsvalues2$CDC)^2 ) 
sqrt(mean(( obsvalues2$predicted -obsvalues2$CDC)^2) ) 
obsvalues2$region <- as.factor(obsvalues2$region)  
ggplot(obsvalues2, aes(x=weeknum)) +geom_point(aes( y=predicted, colour 
=region))+geom_line(aes(y=CDC,coulour=region)) +  ggtitle("Observed vs Predicted per 
region - Rolling Forecast") + facet_grid(.~region) + xlab(" CDC Observed") + ylab("CDC 
Predicted") 
 
Conventional Forecast 
 
mandatory=data.frame(DATA[,3:5],DATA[,8:25]) 
weather=DATA[,75:80] 
gg=DATA[,26:49] 
twitter=DATA[,50:74] 
cdc=DATA[,6:7] 
data=data.frame(mandatory,cdc,weather,gg) 
newdata=na.omit(data) 
xCDC=model.matrix(CDC~.,newdata )[,-1] 
yCDC=newdata$CDC 
train=newdata[(newdata$year2014 !=1)&(newdata$year2015 !=1) & (newdata$year2016) !=1,] 
test=newdata[(newdata$year2015==1),] 
lasso.mod=glmnet(model.matrix(CDC~.,trainCDC )[,-1],train$CDC,alpha =1, lambda = grid 
) 
set.seed (998877) 
cv.out =cv.glmnet (model.matrix(CDC~.,train )[,-1],train$CDC,alpha =1) 
bestlam =cv.out$lambda.min 
lasso.pred=predict (lasso.mod ,s=bestlam ,newx=model.matrix(CDC~.,test )[,-1]) 
mean(( lasso.predCDC -test$CDC)^2) 
sqrt(mean(( lasso.predCDC -test$CDC)^2)) 
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Appendix 7 – Code for Random Forest 

Rolling Forecast 
 
getwd() 
setwd("C:/Users/Fei/OneDrive/6th_quarter/Big_Data/project/a_dataframe") 
library(randomForest, quietly=TRUE) 
library(ggplot2) 
 
newdata <- read.csv("final_Dataframe.csv") 
newdata <- na.omit(newdata) 
newdata <- newdata[,-1] 
 
rw <- function(i){ 
            return(newdata[(newdata$year2015==1)&(newdata$weeknum<=i),]) 
} 
rw2<- function(i){ 
            return(newdata[(newdata$year2015==1)&(newdata$weeknum==i),]) 
} 
#mannually predict the first week 
train=rbind(newdata[(newdata$year2015 !=1) & (newdata$year2016) !=1,],rw(0)) 
test=rw2(1) 
 
rf <- randomForest(CDC ~ ., 
                   data=train,  
                   ntree=500, 
                   mtry=8, 
                   importance=TRUE, 
                   na.action=randomForest::na.roughfix, 
                   replace=FALSE) 
resultat=read.csv("result.csv",sep=";") 
resultat$weeknum=seq(from=1, to=1, length.out=10 ) 
resultat$predicted =predict(rf,test) 
resultatfinal2 = resultat 
 
for (i in 1:51){ 
  print(i) 
  #define train and test datasets 
  train=rbind(newdata[(newdata$year2015 !=1) & (newdata$year2016 !=1),],rw(i)) 
  test=rw2(i+1) 
  #random forest 
  rf <- randomForest(CDC ~ ., 
                     data=train,  
                     ntree=500, 
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                     mtry=8, 
                     importance=TRUE, 
                     na.action=randomForest::na.roughfix, 
                     replace=FALSE) 
  #adding predicted values in one dataframe 
  resultat=read.csv("result.csv",sep=";") 
  resultat$weeknum=seq(from=i+1, to=i+1, length.out=10 ) 
  resultat 
  resultat$predicted =predict(rf,test) 
  resultat$X<-NULL 
  resultatfinal2= rbind(resultatfinal2,resultat) 
} 
write.csv(FINAL,file = "rolling_8.csv") 
 
#compare rolling forecast and observed values 
FINAL=resultatfinal2 
FINAL <- FINAL[order(FINAL$Region),] 
obsvalues = newdata[(newdata$year2015==1)&(newdata$weeknum>=1),] 
obsvalues$predicted=FINAL$predicted 
mean(( obsvalues$predicted -obsvalues$CDC)^2) 
sqrt(mean(( obsvalues$predicted -obsvalues$CDC)^2)) 
obsvalues$region <- as.factor(obsvalues$region) 
ggplot(obsvalues, aes(x=CDC)) +geom_point(aes( y=predicted, colour 
=region))+geom_line(aes(y=CDC,coulour=region)) +  ggtitle("Observed vs Predicted per 
region") + facet_grid(.~region) + xlab(" CDC Observed") + ylab("CDC Predicted") 
write.csv(obsvalues,"obs_vs_pre_8.csv") 
 
Conventional Forecast 

getwd() 
setwd("C:/Users/Fei/OneDrive/6th_quarter/Big_Data/project/a_dataframe") 
library(randomForest, quietly=TRUE) 
library(ggplot2) 
 
newdata <- read.csv("final_Dataframe.csv") 
newdata <- na.omit(newdata) 
newdata <- newdata[,-1] 
 
train = newdata[(newdata$year2015 !=1) & (newdata$year2016) !=1 & 
(newdata$year2014)!=1,] 
test = newdata[newdata$year2015==1,] 
 
set.seed(130216) 
rf <- randomForest(CDC ~ ., 
                   data=train,  
                   ntree=300, 
                   mtry=8, 
                   importance=TRUE, 
                   na.action=randomForest::na.roughfix, 
                   replace=FALSE) 
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test$predicted <- predict(rf,test) 
mean(( test$predicted -test$CDC)^2) 
sqrt(mean(( test$predicted -test$CDC)^2)) 
 
##testing for different models with different data sources. 
mandatory=data.frame(newdata[,3:5],newdata[,8:25]) 
weather=newdata[,75:80] 
gg=newdata[,26:49] 
twitter=newdata[,50:74] 
cdc=newdata[,6:7] 
 
newdata13=data.frame(mandatory,cdc,weather,twitter,gg) 
 
train = newdata13[(newdata13$year2015 !=1) & (newdata13$year2016) !=1,] 
test = newdata13[newdata13$year2015==1,] 
 
set.seed(130216) 
rf <- randomForest(CDC ~ ., 
                   data=train,  
                   ntree=300, 
                   mtry=8, 
                   importance=TRUE, 
                   na.action=randomForest::na.roughfix, 
                   replace=FALSE) 
test$predicted <- predict(rf,test) 
regr.eval(test$CDC,test$predicted,stats=c('mape','rmse')) 
rcorr(test$CDC,test$predicted,type="pearson") 
 
test$region <- as.factor(test$region) 
ggplot(test, aes(x=CDC)) +geom_point(aes( y=predicted, colour 
=region))+geom_line(aes(y=CDC,coulour=region)) +  ggtitle("Observed vs Predicted per 
region") + facet_grid(.~region) + xlab(" CDC Observed") + ylab("CDC Predicted") 
write.csv(obsvalues,"obs_vs_pre_8.csv") 
 
#print(mean(( test$predicted -test$CDC)^2)) 
#print(sqrt(mean(( test$predicted -test$CDC)^2))) 
 


